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Abstract

If listening in adverse conditions is hard, then listening in a foreign language is doubly so: non-native listeners have to cope with both imperfect signals and imperfect knowledge. Comparison of native and non-native listener performance in speech-in-noise tasks helps to clarify the role of prior linguistic experience in speech perception, and, more directly, contributes to an understanding of the problems faced by language learners in everyday listening situations. This article reviews experimental studies on non-native listening in adverse conditions, organised around three principal contributory factors: the task facing listeners, the effect of adverse conditions on speech, and the differences among listener populations. Based on a comprehensive tabulation of key studies, we identify robust findings, research trends and gaps in current knowledge.
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1. Introduction

For many of us, the first non-native (NN) language experience outside the classroom is a shock. Not only are the answers to the carefully-practised stock phrases not those that appeared in the textbook, but the raw acoustic material reaching our ears lacks the clarity of the speakers those that appeared in the textbook, but the raw acoustic material reaching our ears lacks the clarity of the speakers in the quiet language laboratory. Thus unprepared, we enter the real world of the non-native listener, characterised by the dual challenges of imperfect signal and imperfect knowledge. And the problem persists even as we gain experience, exposure and confidence in the non-native language. Use of the telephone seems harder than it should be. Con-versations in restaurants and bars are difficult to follow and join. The television never seems quite loud enough. We continue to prefer hearing non-native speakers of English at international conferences rather than highly-fluent natives. We finally take solace in the fact that even “true” bilingual listeners never quite reach the ability of monolingu-uals in the presence of noise (Mayo et al., 1997; Rogers et al., 2006).

Knowing about the extent of problems faced by non-native listeners in adverse conditions is important in developing theories of general speech perception. Comparing adult, normal-hearing populations who differ only in their native-language experience has the potential to provide insights into the role of linguistic factors in speech decoding. Since all listeners routinely handle acoustically-complex scenarios containing competing sound sources, reverberant energy and other forms of distortion, the use of native and non-native populations allows us to explore the extent to which linguistic knowledge is used in tasks such as sound source separation and identification. To give an example, consider the processes used by listeners to handle variability in formant frequencies due to factors such as differences in vocal tract sizes. Can vocal tract length normalisation be performed purely on the basis of the speech signal itself, or does it depend on the identification of units such as vowels in the speech stream, thereby engaging higher level representations which differentiate between native and non-native listeners? More generally, studies which compare native and non-native listeners help determine what processes in speech understanding are universal and which are language-specific.

The study of non-native speech perception in imperfect conditions has clear practical applications in a world where increased mobility means that large minorities work or study in a second or third language setting. Knowing the extent to which non-native listeners suffer in spaces with moderate-to-strong reverberation should be taken into account when designing classrooms and workspaces (Picard and Bradley, 2001; Nelson et al., 2005). Understanding non-native deficits in noisy settings such as factories ought to lead to revised standards for acceptable noise output levels. Differential effects of transmission channels on native and non-native listeners for speech broadcast over public address systems need to be understood to optimise information transfer to all listener groups, particularly in safety-critical situations involving emergency procedures. Similarly, studying the effect on non-native learners of differences in speaking style, from casual to careful speech, will inform the design of materials, training programmes and guidelines for educators.

This review focuses on studies involving non-native listener groups performing speech perception tasks in simulated adverse conditions. Work in this area is dominated by additive noise, with only a very limited number of reports employing reverberation or channel distortion. Added noise has been motivated both by a desire to reduce scores from ceiling level when comparing native and non-native listeners, and more directly to study the effect of simulating everyday conditions in which speech perception takes place. We consider both types of study here. The review is limited to acoustic stimuli, and excludes the extra dimension brought in by audio-visual studies (e.g., Hardison, 1996; Wang et al., 2008; Hazan et al., this issue). Further due to the paucity of non-native studies, we do not review the effects of noise on speech production. Another area outside the scope of the review is the perception of foreign accent in noise (e.g., Munro, 1998; Burki-Cohen et al., 2001; Rogers et al., 2004; Adank et al., 2009; Volin and Skarnitzl, this issue).

The review is organised as follows. Three background sections describe the parameters of the task faced by listeners in processing speech (Section 2), what constitutes non-native listening (Section 3), and how adverse listening conditions (noise, reverberation) affect the perception of speech (Section 4). In Section 5, we then provide a comprehensive overview of studies of non-native perception in adverse conditions, and in Section 6 we compare across the studies, in particular in the light of the features of non-native speech perception which emerged from the
earlier sections. This section highlights limitations of work to date, and concludes with suggestions of some areas for further studies.

2. The listener’s task in recognising speech

Whatever the language of input or the background of the listener, the goal of speech recognition is to extract meaning. Certain aspects of the speech recognition task effectively impose severe constraints on how listeners go about it. The first constraining factor is that all languages have a phonemic inventory that is trivially small in comparison with the size of the vocabulary it supports; the average number of phonemes across a representative sample of the world’s languages is 31, with the most common inventory size being 25 (Maddieson, 1984). Vocabulary size runs into the tens if not hundreds of thousands, however, in all languages.

A simple calculation suffices to reveal the inevitable implication of this size relationship: the members of the vocabulary cannot exhibit a high degree of dissimilarity. Words resemble one another, and shorter words occur more frequently. For example, consider that fortuitous which means “by chance” has nothing to do with fortunate meaning “lucky”. People who mix these words up have fallen prey to the accidental similarities in the vocabulary described here. Latin, which of course also had a large vocabulary constructed from a small phoneme repertoire, passed the fortuitous similarity between its words fortutus and fortuna straight on to English, where the present authors are fortunate enough to be able to make a point out of it.

The second constraining factor is the nature of speech production. The articulatory gestures by which sounds are produced flow smoothly in sequence just like any other human movements do; thus the movement producing a given sound in one phonetic context may differ from the movement producing the same sound in another context. Such coarticulation of sounds adds variability to speech, and the smooth continuity of articulation also makes the constituent units of speech – phonemes, but even words – difficult to discern separately. While star in starchy and chart may be easy to differentiate in isolated pronunciation, the disambiguating differences are not always guaranteed to be present in running speech.

The third constraining factor is that speech is spoken by people, and can happen more or less anywhere. People differ in the size and shape of their vocal tract, and factors such as the distance between speaker and listener, or where the conversation takes place, introduce further variability even without the listening conditions being in any way adverse in the sense of this review.

Thus the nature of the speech communication task presents the listener with signals that are variable, fast, continuous and non-unique. Yet listeners usually manage the task of speech recognition successfully, and apparently without great effort. Over the past few decades research has revealed how this happens; see the review articles by Frauenfelder and Floccia (1998) and McQueen (2007) for more details of the experimental evidence. The next two sections provide a brief summary.

2.1. The process of spoken-word recognition

The stored representations that listeners hold in memory, and against which incoming speech needs to be matched, are in most cases representations of words; some recurring phrases and useful productive affixes apart, words form the core of the recognition process. Across languages, what counts as a word can differ widely, and the number of processes affecting a word’s actual form in speech can vary too; but in all languages the words in speech are variable in their form, are continuously appended to other words, and overlap in form with other possible words in the vocabulary.

Listeners do not wait for the resulting ambiguity to be resolved. Potential interpretations of the incoming input are considered simultaneously, and additional input immediately evaluated with respect to its import for the candidate set. This makes word recognition effectively a process in which rival lexical alternatives compete, in that evidence in favour of any one of them simultaneously counts against all rival candidates. If listeners hear a non-word which might have continued to become a word, they take longer to reject it than if it could not have become a word (e.g., driz, which might have become drizzle, is harder than drim; Taft, 1986). This is even true if the cue to a word is in the way sounds are articulated; so root made up of troo- from troop plus /t/ is harder to reject than root made up of troo- from trook plus /k/ (Marslen-Wilson and Warren, 1994; McQueen et al., 1999). The real words drizzle and troop were competing and so causing the longer response times; in the latter case, even tiny cues in the vowel of troo-, suggesting an upcoming bilabial sound, were apparently enough to favour an available real-word candidate.

When only a fragment has been heard, alternative continuations of it are equally available (Zwitserlood, 1989), but as soon as one of the alternatives is mismatched by the input, its probability of acceptance is reduced (Soto-Faraco et al., 2001). Many experiments examining this effect, including these two, have used a task in which listeners hear speech but make a response about a visually presented word. This task (“cross-modal priming”) exploits the fact that responses to a word are always faster on a second presentation. This includes responses to a visually presented word being faster after auditory presentation of the
same word, or part of it, compared with after presentation of some unrelated word or fragment. Thus if visually presented CAPTAIN and CAPTIVE are both recognised faster after capt- has been heard, we assume that both were made available by the spoken fragment. And if the fragment sardi- makes responses to SARDINA ‘sardine’ similarly faster, while responses to SARDANA ‘a dance’ after sardi- are actually slower than after the unrelated control fragment, we assume that the second vowel in the fragment has added matching evidence to the probability of SARDINA, but has significantly reduced the probability of SARDANA by mismatching it. Soto-Faraco et al. found that any such mismatching evidence was immediately exploited by listeners, and it did not matter whether the mismatch came from a vowel or a consonant, or from stress pattern, or from a single phonetic feature (e.g., the place of articulation difference between /m/ and /n/) or many features (e.g., the difference between /p/ and /s/); anything which distinguished between rival word candidates was used right away to favour the winner and disfavour the alternatives.

This result makes very clear what the role of phonemes is in spoken-word recognition; although the distinction between any word and its nearest rival – troop rather than troo, or sardi( na) rather than sarda( na) – is by definition a phonemic one, the importance for listeners lies not in deciding what phonemes they have heard, but in deciding between words. The minimal elements that can be matched to memory representations are those that are stored in the lexicon; incoming speech information is processed with respect to the information it gives about these representations.

2.2. Levels of processing

Although the incoming speech information is processed in a continuous manner, so that initial contact to stored lexical forms involves no conversion into any intermediate representation, listeners do draw on abstract representations of the phonemes of their language. They can, for instance, learn that a particular talker has a deviant pronunciation of a certain phoneme, and they can adjust their phonemic categorisations for that talker’s speech very rapidly and on the basis of very little experience (Norris et al., 2003; Eisner and McQueen, 2005). The adjusted categorisations then apply to tokens of the phoneme in any word, not just to the words already heard from that talker; so if an ambiguous sound between /f/ and /s/ has been heard in words like gira[t/s], it will be identified as that talker’s version of /f/, and if it is then presented in the context [naift/s], the word will be understood immediately to be knife and not nice (McQueen et al., 2006). The phonemic difference for this talker between the adjusted /f/ and a real /s/ is exactly as effective in distinguishing between words in a cross-modal priming test as another talker’s normal /f/ and /s/ (Sjerp and McQueen, 2010). Again, the point is that listeners are using phoneme information in the way that best enables them to recognise speech rapidly (in this case, learning from their experience of a talker’s pronunciation so far, and using what has been learned to facilitate future processing of that person’s speech).

The forms that participate in the competition process, the earliest stage of word recognition, are phonological only; they are separate from the conceptual representations associated with the same word (Norris et al., 2006). This too supports efficiency; the speech information may activate lots of alternative words, but this does not lead in turn to consideration in parallel of lots of alternative semantic interpretations of the message. Instead, the most well-supported alternatives are passed on to be conceptually evaluated in the context so far. Sentence context does not rule out alternatives in advance, but as soon as one word is better supported by the input, its mismatched rivals can be ruled out by contextual evidence too. Thus in The crew mourned their capt-, the continuation captain is far more likely than captive, but nevertheless both remain available until just a bit more vowel support for the contextually appropriate alternative arrives and rules out the alternative (Zwitsersloot, 1989).

The picture of native spoken-word recognition that arises from these decades of research is thus one of maximal efficiency. No decisions are made too early but the decision-making is cascaded so that the information from speech processing flows on from stage to stage as rapidly as possible. There are many models of spoken-word recognition, and they differ in particular in whether they allow higher-level processing to exercise control over processing at lower levels (e.g., McClelland and Elman, 1986), or whether, as the evidence summarised here suggests, higher-level information does not rule out anything in advance but rather allows rapid selection between the best-supported alternatives (Norris, 1994; Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Luce and Pisoni, 1998). The most recent model (Norris and McQueen, 2008) allows various sources of information to be evaluated probabilistically, and this is also the first model which has fully incorporated frequency information, known to play a significant role in speech processing. All models agree on the necessary central features of the spoken-word recognition process, namely the simultaneous availability of, and competition between, multiple lexical alternatives.

3. The non-native listener

The listener’s task in recognising speech is in principle the same in any language; the same constraints of vocabulary makeup, the nature of speech production, and inter-speaker variability apply whether the language is long-known, relatively new, or unknown. Nonetheless, there are many ways in which the broad classes of listener compared in the literature we review – native versus non-native – can vary. Comparing native and non-native performance in speech perception can be rendered difficult by the fact that the latter broad grouping may be very
heterogeneous; learners in the classroom are not like strict bilinguals, etc. In this section, we examine the principal relevant dimensions of variability that can affect speech perception – listener type, first language (L1) influence, and input differences. More general reviews of issues in second language (L2) perception can be found in (Flege, 1988; Strange, 1995; Markham, 1997; Bohn, 2000; Bohn and Munro, 2007).

3.1. Types of listener

In most research related to non-monolingual speakers there is considerable uncertainty over the terms which define the linguistic profile of such populations. A frequent division in the literature is that between native versus non-native speakers/listeners. In the case of speakers who are monolingual until adulthood or at least until adolescence, there is little doubt as to which of their languages is their native or first one. In these cases, languages learned after adolescence can be classified as second languages (L2s) or foreign languages (FLs). These terms are frequently used interchangeably but, at least for perceptual studies, it is necessary to make a distinction. In broad terms, whether a language is considered to be ‘second’ or ‘foreign’ can be defined as a function of geographical setting and amount of presence in the community. The term L2 applies to languages learned after the L1 is fully established, and which are in widespread use in the community where the speaker is located at the time of acquisition, as is the case for many immigrants. In contrast, a FL is not widely present in the speaker’s environment, even if contact with it through the media or other sources is frequent. A FL is typically learned through instruction and lacks the massive, natural and native input which characterises L2 acquisition. This difference in input is what makes the distinction particularly relevant for phonetic studies. When dealing with L2 speakers we can assume that their behaviour is not provoked by defective input, whereas in the case of FL speakers, not only the quantity but even more so the quality of input may suspect and a dominant factor in speech perception.

It is usually assumed that speakers possess native competence in their L1. However, this is not always so. There are cases in which, through attrition (e.g., immigrants who lose contact with their L1) or interrupted exposure before full acquisition (e.g., children who stop receiving L1 input before the language has been completely established), individuals may not have so-called ‘native’ competence in their L1 or native language.

Another issue which is relevant to phonetic and perceptual studies is homogeneity of competence in the native population. In any one group of native listeners there may be relevant differences with respect to their hearing acuity, to their familiarity (perceptual competence and experience) with different varieties of the language, including non-native varieties, and with respect to their phonetic awareness, all of which can contribute variability in test results. The question of variable competence reaches an extreme in bilingualism. There are frequent cases in the literature in which L2 and even FL speakers are denoted ‘bilingual’. While correct in the literal sense of possessing two languages, a close definition is required to properly assess the competence of listener populations used in perception studies. A strict definition of a bilingual supposes equal and native competence in the two languages (Bloomfield, 1933) which, it may be argued, is rather a rare situation. The term ‘bilingual’ is sometimes used for those situations in which the two languages are acquired at the same time, though a more precise denomination for this situation is ‘simultaneous bilingualism’. In practice, most bilinguals have a dominant language for particular domains of life, which may vary at different stages of their life. This is different from the most active language at different points of their daily life depending on the topic, context and interlocutors. In fact it has been suggested that bilinguals move along a continuum of language activation, at one end of which only one of their languages is active and at the other end their activation is totally bilingual because they are operating simultaneously in the two languages (Grosjean, 2001). Just as language activation may be seen as a continuum, bilingualism itself may be a scale ranging from true monolinguals to strict bilinguals (Macnamara, 1969; Garland, 2007). In between lie speakers with different degrees of competence in each of the two (or more) languages (however, see Grosjean, 2010).

Despite the complexity of the issue, when comparing across experimental studies it is useful to distinguish L2 speakers, FL speakers and those who have native-like or near-native competence in two or more languages. However, as we shall see, these distinctions are not observed frequently in the literature and the true nature of listener populations can be difficult to gauge from the written record. Likewise, without strict criteria of bilingualism, division points amongst speaker groups according to age of arrival (AOA) are somewhat arbitrary and variable. Again this makes comparisons amongst differing groups problematic, and means that careful comparisons between reported studies are needed to ascertain the linguistic profile of the analysed groups. Differences in results should not be attributable to methodological differences in subject selection, after the fact, as is often the case (see Grosjean, 1998). Given the many different criteria used in NN studies to select populations and the inter- and intra-study heterogeneity of listener populations, it is difficult to draw sound generalizations and comparisons about non-monolingual listener perception. In what follows we will use the term “bilingual” to refer to speakers with near-native competence in two languages, typically from childhood. For the later acquisition of another language we will use L2/FL jointly or separately as the need arises.

3.2. L1 influence

It is a long-held view that we hear foreign sounds in terms of our native language ones (Polivanov, 1932; Lado,
1957; Stockwell and Bowen, 1965): the L1 sound system acts as a ‘sieve’ for the perception of new sounds (Trubetzkoy, 1939). Later research has shown that this view is too sweeping and that there are other mechanisms present such as developmental and universal processes (Eckman, 1977; Wode, 1980; Major, 1998; Major and Kim, 1999). Nevertheless, the influence of the L1 on L2/FL sound perception has been found to be stronger than in other linguistic areas (Joupp, 1984; Leather and James, 1991; Ellis, 1994) and it informs most models of L2 speech perception. In this section we will analyse some of these models and examine some factors which may affect the weight of L1 influences.

The best-known models of L2/FL acquisition place L1 influences at their core. In brief, they propose that, at least initially (Major, 2001), target language (TL) sounds are interpreted in terms of the L1 sound system and the degree of difficulty in acquiring L2 sounds may be predicted or explained according to their similarity to or distance from learners’ L1 sounds. Kuhl proposed the Native Language Magnet theory (Kuhl, 1993a) in which L1 sounds act as prototypes (magnets) in L2/FL acquisition. The prototype attracts perceptually sounds within its sphere so that differences are less noticeable the closer a sound is to the prototype. Thus, it is hard to separate perceptually L2 sounds from L1 ones if they are within the scope of the native prototype. If two TL sounds fall within the area of a single prototype, it will also be difficult to distinguish them because “exposure to a primary language distorts the underlying perceptual space by reducing sensitivity near phonetic prototypes” (Iverson and Kuhl, 1995, p. 561).

The perceptual assimilation model (PAM) (Best, 1995; Best et al., 2001) accounts for the (lack of) discrimination of TL sounds on the basis of L2 sounds’ similarity (exemplar rating) to L1 sounds, using the framework of articulatory phonology. Learners compare the gestures and timings of their L1 sounds to those of the TL and this comparison results in TL sounds being interpreted as either (i) exemplars of a L1 category varying in goodness fit, (ii) as sounds which may not be categorized in terms of the L1 system because they are sufficiently different, or (iii) as sounds which do not fall within the learner’s experience of any speech sounds (e.g. clicks, which speakers of Indo-European languages recognise as extra-linguistic). PAM predicts degrees of difficulty for the acquisition of NN sounds in pairs, depending on the similarity of each member of the pair to L1 sounds. The most difficult discrimination would correspond to ‘single category assimilation’ in which two NN sounds are perceived as being equally good or deviant exemplars of one TL category.

Flege’s speech learning model (Flege, 1995) claims that the acquisition of L2/FL sounds follows three possible courses depending on whether a particular sound is perceived by the learner to be totally different (new), identical or similar to one of the L1’s sounds. Identical sounds may be transferred correctly from the L1 to the TL. New sounds are sufficiently unlike any TL one so that the learner will be aware of the differences and establish a new category for them. The greatest degree of difficulty will be faced with similar sounds, since they are erroneously assimilated to an L1 category from which it will be hard to separate them. The ontogeny and phylogeny model (Major, 2001) proposes that, during the course of L2/FL speech learning, both L1 influences and latent universal developmental phenomena become apparent together with the influence of the TL sound system and, crucially, that L1 influences decrease as acquisition proceeds. Depending on the stage of acquisition, these factors have different roles and relative importance. When learning begins, the influence of the L1 system is the dominant force. Gradually, universal and TL phenomena manifest themselves. At the end of the learning process, the TL system is dominant while L1 influences and universal phenomena are no longer in evidence.

3.3. Input differences

A key difference between L1 and L2/FL acquisition is the starting point of language acquisition. The critical period hypothesis (Lenneberg, 1967) maintains that after a certain point in a person’s maturation process, the ability to learn languages to a native-like standard is lost. The current consensus view is that, although it is not impossible to achieve native-like performance after a particular age, it is the case that for most individuals, native-like competence, and in particular native-like phonological competence is not possible if languages are learned after childhood. Puberty has traditionally been considered to be the cut-off point (Scovel, 1988), although it is currently believed that different linguistic abilities may have different sensitive periods, and that speech is the earliest (Seliger, 1978; Walsh and Diller, 1981). By 4–6 months of age, infants show preferences for the sounds of their native language (Kuhl, 1993b) or for languages rhythmically similar to their L1 (Bosch and Sebastián, 1997).

The reasons given for a sensitive period for languages have ranged from loss of brain plasticity or neurological specialisation (Lenneberg, 1967; Long, 1990; Penfield and Roberts, 1959; Singleton, 1989; Walsh and Diller, 1981) to deep-seated L1 habits (Flege, 1987, 1999; Bohn, 2000). Kuhl (2000, 2004) offers a comprehensive account in which both neurological and input factors account for the age factor. In her view, exposure to the L1 very early on creates neural patterns corresponding to what has been learned and these patterns then act as a filter which interferes in the processing of later stimuli which differ from the established patterns.

Another important difference between L1 and L2/FL acquisition which bears on the configuration of the TL sound system is the amount of exposure (Flege et al., 1999; Flege and Liu, 2001). The amount of native speech input obtained varies with the age of the learners and their occupation and social contacts. In general, late learners do not receive as much native speech input as natives and early bilinguals, who interact abundantly through school and other activities from the beginning whereas adult...
immigrants are more likely to maintain contact with other L1 speakers. Quantity can be viewed as a scale ranging from minimal aural exposure (e.g. old-fashioned FL teaching methods based solely on grammar and translation) to total immersion in the TL natural context, with 100% of the learners’ speech interaction being carried out in the TL. An L2 acquisition context is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the latter.

Another factor which differentiates L1 from later language acquisition is the quality and diversity of the input, ranging from single-source, non-native, heavily L1-accented pronunciations of the TL found in some FL learning situations to diverse, native and variable speech characteristic of natural contexts. Training studies have shown that for the formation of robust categories, diverse native input is necessary, which is the basis of the high-variability training methods introduced by Pisoni and his colleagues (Logan et al., 1991; Lively et al., 1993, 1994). It is notable that there have been few studies of the effect of simulated adverse conditions on training.

3.4. Native versus non-native spoken-word recognition

Given the parallelism of the listener’s task in recognising speech in a second or a first language, certain skills already in place for listening to the native language will be available when second-language speech is heard. The architecture of the spoken-word recognition system is in principle not language-dependent; multiple activation of word candidates and competition between them will work whatever the vocabulary. Nonetheless, this ready availability does not necessarily work in the non-native listener’s favour.

First, consider the crucial role of phonemic distinctions in modulating the availability of candidate words, and especially in getting rid of potential candidates as soon as a mismatch between input and stored representation is detected. This function depends upon accurate phonemic perception. Yet, as described in Section 3.2 above, wherever the phoneme repertoires of L1 and L2 differ, phonemic perception is notoriously inaccurate.

Second, consider the inter-word competition that is the basis of all word recognition. The vocabulary of an L2 user may be very impoverished compared with that of an L1 listener, so that the correct candidate may not even be available, or the competition may be skewed. But far worse, the L2 listener’s competitor set may contain candidates that would simply not bother a native listener. This may on the one hand be words that are not even in the input language – namely, words of the L2 listener’s L1. It has repeatedly been demonstrated in non-native listening experiments with advanced learners of an L2 that L2 input can call up words from the L1 vocabulary in parallel with words from the L2 vocabulary. For instance, in experiments of the kind described in Section 2.1, in which listeners’ looks to various displays are recorded, Russian listeners to English have been found to look at a stamp (Russian: marka) when they hear the English word marker, and Dutch listeners to English have been found to look at a lid (Dutch: deksel) as the English word desk is spoken (Spivey and Marian, 1999; Weber and Cutler, 2004). On the other hand, candidates in the L2 may be unnecessarily activated if the listener’s phonemic perception fails to rule them out. If a listener to English cannot tell the difference between /r/ and /l/, for example, then the input regis- may activate candidate words beginning with /l/ as well as words beginning with /r/ – both register and legislate, for example, may be activated, and competing with one another. The listener will not be able to resolve the competition until the sixth phoneme (e.g., regist-) whereas the native listener would have resolved that difference on the first phoneme. This also has been demonstrated in the laboratory (e.g., Cutler et al., 2006).

Each of these factors induces far more competition for the L2 listener than for the L1 listener. In cross-modal priming experiments of the type described in Section 2.1, this added competition has been shown to be not only present in L2 listening, but also especially hard to get rid of (Broersma and Cutler, 2008, 2010; Cooper et al., 2002).

Third, to complicate the issue still further, consider that, as described in Section 2.2, the information processed in listening flows in a cascade through the speech recognition system, so that higher-level processes can resolve lower-level alternatives with optimal efficiency. If the L2 listener’s phonemic processing is inaccurate, more alternatives are passed on to the word recognition stage, and if the word recognition stage involves more competition than it should, sentence-level context has more work to do to sort it out. In other words, at all levels there will be more uncertainty to be resolved for the L2 than for the L1 listener. Yet the higher-level processes that are here called upon to do more work than in principle necessary are also themselves less efficient in the case of the L2 listener. L2 listeners do not have the extensive experience with lexical and syntactic transitional probabilities that an L1 listener can call upon, they do not have as fine a sensitivity to the subtle syntactic and pragmatic differences that choice of words can convey, and so on. Again, there is abundant empirical evidence for the poorer syntactic processing skills of the L2 listener (Clahsen and Felser, 2006), and the L2 disadvantage here can even be observed when L2 proficiency is high (Sorace, 1993). A similar L2 disadvantage can be seen with the processing of idioms (Vanlancker-Sidtis, 2003; Cieslicka, 2006), and with prosodic processing, at the word level (Tremblay, 2008), at the phrasal level (Harley et al., 1995), and at the semantic level (Akker and Cutler, 2003). Thus while L2 listeners are forced back on higher-level context to resolve persistent uncertainty resulting from the disruptive effects of noise, their higher-level resources also let them down. We return to this issue in Section 6.

4. The effect of adverse conditions on speech recognition

Adverse conditions experienced in everyday speech understanding result in added energy from other source
sources, reverberant energy from reflecting surfaces, and channel distortions. In many situations these elements act in concert (e.g. listening to an announcement via a public address system or using a mobile telephone in a social space). We do not review here every type of adverse condition, but concentrate on the conditions that have overwhelmingly been used in studies of non-native speech perception, namely additive noise sources, plus (to a lesser extent) the effects of reverberation. We first consider the listener’s task in recognising speech in the presence of added noise (particularly the differential impact of speech and non-speech maskers), and in the presence of reverberation.

4.1. Additive noise: energetic masking

Most environments contain energy intruding from other sound sources at a range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and varying in attentional capture capacity from sources with a slowly-varying spectrum to competing speech. Sound source distance is often a critical factor too: even relatively quiet noise sources close to the listener can make a more distant target source more difficult to comprehend. In the following we adopt a wide definition of noise to mean any signal other than the target.

Fig. 1 illustrates predicted masking effects of the nonsense sentence *His travels show in our fear* from the Picheny corpus (Picheny, 1981) by speech-shaped noise, 6-talker babble and competing speech. In each case, the noise signal was added to the target speech to produce a global SNR of 0 dB, which is typically near the middle of the range of SNRs employed in non-native studies. The regions picked out in red indicate those portions of the time–frequency plane where the target speech has more energy than the masker. These regions are derived from a “glimpsing”
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account of speech perception in noise based on the idea that the auditory system makes use of only those time–frequency regions where the target source is locally dominant (Cooke, 2006). Since two sound sources are unlikely to possess similar amounts of energy at any given time–frequency location, the speech signal is either clearly ‘visible’ or masked in nearly all spectro-temporal locations: the proportion of ambiguous locations is very small. Regions which survive masking are shown superimposed upon auditory spectrograms since this is the domain in which the masking model operates. For reference, a conventional spectrogram of the clean utterance is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 illustrates several features of masking by additive noise. The overall quantity of information available about the target speech signal is not determined solely by SNR but depends on the properties of the masker. Speech-shaped noise obscures significantly more information than a competing talker, with babble noise producing an intermediate degree of masking. While long runs of all three maskers would have the same long-term spectrum equal to the average spectrum of speech, they differ both in degree of temporal modulation and preservation of spectral detail. The spectro-temporal variation in masking energy is greatest for the competing speech source and least for speech-shaped noise. In essence, for stationary maskers like speech-shaped noise, glimpses are determined by the modulations of the target speech, while for nonstationary maskers it is the interaction of target and masker modulations which define those parts of the target which lies above the noise. Thus, for speech-shaped noise, only those parts of the speech signal which are intrinsically energetic (typically resolved harmonics, formants and strong friction) are likely to survive at SNRs below 0 dB, while for a modulated masker, weaker target signal components may well be audible if they coincide with a spectro-temporal gap in the masker. In the example utterance, cues such as the /t/ burst in travels and the weak fricative in fear are virtually obliterated by the stationary masker yet retain some presence for the other maskers.

Temporal modulations in the competing speech masker produce epochs when information from across much of the spectrum is visible. Indeed, at 0 dB SNR, most words from each of a pair of talkers are intelligible, demonstrating that less than half of the time–frequency plane is perfectly adequate for speech perception for listeners with normal hearing. Masker modulation depth declines as increasing numbers of talkers are added to create babble until, in the limit, a stationary signal is reached. For six talkers, significant modulations remain, giving rise to a greater number of glimpses than in the stationary speech-shaped noise case. Studies of the effect of masker modulation on speech perception (Miller, 1947; Festen and Plomp, 1990; Simpson and Cooke, 2005) confirm that, when the global SNR is held constant, highly-modulated maskers such as speech or speech-modulated noise are significantly less effective than maskers with smaller modulation depth such as multi-talker babble or speech-shaped noise: typically, 6–8 dB of additional modulated noise is required to reduce sentence intelligibility to the level seen in the stationary condition. Spectral variations are also larger in the competing speech case than for speech-shaped noise since the latter represents an average spectrum while, for most speech sounds, at any instant a speech masker is likely to contain energy concentrated in certain spectral regions joined by spectral valleys of lower energy. These valleys provide an opportunity for glimpses of the target signal.

4.2. Additive noise: informational masking

Energetic masking is not the only effect of signal degradation; a second important aspect is the role played by any additional energy contributed by the masker. While the focus is usually directed towards the effect of masking on a target signal such as speech, masking is a two-way process: the noise is itself masked by the target, and audible masker fragments can interfere with the perception of the target. The regions not depicted in red in Fig. 1 are dominated by audible contributions from the masker. This information has the capacity to interfere with decisions at higher levels of processing, resulting in what has been called informational masking (IM). IM was first studied for speech signals by Carhart et al. (1969) and more recently has been investigated by Brungart et al. (2001) and Freyman et al. (2004).

Unlike EM, informational masking covers more than one process whose relative contributions to a reduction in intelligibility remain poorly-understood. IM can arise due to supposedly low-level processes such as the grouping of time–frequency regions into larger units. Consider the spectral “holes” at the start of the word fear caused by the competing speech masker in Fig. 1. These contain audible speech components from the masker that need to be excluded from the target speech. The success or failure of grouping will depend on factors such as the similarity of competing sources in F0 and vocal tract length (Darwin et al., 2003) as well as how much the patches of energy make sense in the ongoing context formed during interpretation of the utterance. Although competing speech or
multitalker babble for smaller numbers of talkers are usually regarded as the most effective form of informational masker, it is worth noting that all maskers have some occasional 1M potential: audible time–frequency regions belonging to stationary maskers could, in principle, incorrectly cohere with the target signal in a form of informational masking based on target-masker misallocation.

4.3. Reverberation

Sound reaching the listener from indirect paths following reflections contributes reverberant energy to the direct signal received at the ear. This additional energy can lead to masking of speech components. However, unlike additive noise, reverberant energy is correlated with the sound source which produced it, leading to different masking patterns. Fig. 2 depicts the effect of moderate and high levels of reverberation on the utterance used in the previous section. These examples were produced by recording the clean signal reproduced over loudspeakers in a games room and a bathroom.

Reverberation smears energy in time, enhancing “horizontal” structures such as static formants and blurring “vertical” structure such as bursts and abrupt transitions. The effects of reverberation are felt as both within- and across-segment distortions. Information conveyed by time-synchronous activity is particularly affected: offsets are less precise and bursts are smoothed. Vertical structure cueing the /t/ burst in *travels* is absent even in moderate reverberation. Onsets are affected to a lesser extent, particularly when the dominant frequency components of the preceding sound occupy a different part of the spectrum. For example, formant onsets in *show* are well-preserved in moderate reverberation, although in the high reverberation condition energy arriving from the previous word blurs the inter-word boundary.

Low-energy regions such as those resulting from plosive closures are susceptible to energy invading from preceding segments (see, for example, the initial weak fricative in *fear*). Within segments, formant transitions are broadened and, in the limit, transitional information is lost altogether. The second formant of the diphthong in *show* provides evidence of these kinds of distortion. By contrast, static vowel formants are enhanced and vowel identification typically suffers little in reverberation (Nabelek, 1988).

Reverberation affects prosodic as well as segmental information. Temporal smearing reduces the availability of cues to duration and rhythm. Information about F0 is distorted in both the low frequency region, where the motion of resolved harmonics is affected in the same way as formant transitions, and also at higher frequencies, where the modulation depth of amplitude changes at the period of the fundamental is reduced. The disruption of harmonic relationships is particularly evident in the more severe reverberation condition shown in Fig. 2. The effects of reverberation are particularly detrimental to speech perception in children (Neuman and Hochberg, 1983), listeners with hearing impairment (Nabelek and Pickett, 1974) and older listeners (Nabelek and Robinson, 1982).

![Fig. 2. Auditory spectrograms of the utterance “his travels show in our fear” recorded in near-anechoic conditions (top), then reproduced via loudspeakers and recorded in a 5 × 9 m games room (middle) and a 7 × 3 m bathroom (lower).](image-url)
4.4. The effects of adverse conditions on spoken-word recognition

The processes described in Section 2 are affected by the presence of noise; evidence on this issue is available from the many studies of human speech recognition by native listeners that have used noise as a diagnostic tool, to examine the distribution of information in the speech signal, or to test between alternative models of speech processing.

The neighborhood activation model of spoken-word recognition proposed by Luce and Pisoni (1998), for instance, was based inter alia on data showing that the relative accuracy and the range of responses for noise-masked spoken words reflected the density of their lexical neighborhood, and the relative frequency of the word itself and its neighbours. It has long been known that noise masking can produce a greater advantage for frequent over uncommon words (Howes, 1957; Savin, 1963), but this effect disappears if listeners are choosing from a known set of words rather than an open set (Pollack et al., 1959). Thus there are strong effects of guessing under uncertainty. Similarly, voice familiarity affects recognition under noise; speech by a single speaker is better recognised than speech by multiple speakers (Mullennix et al., 1989), speech in previously learned voices better than speech in new voices (Nyggaard et al., 1994), and speech in common dialects better than speech in less familiar dialects (Clopper and Bradlow, 2006).

Speech is a temporal signal, so that the beginnings of words are heard before the ends; but this does not mean that stored representations of words in memory can only be successfully contacted if speech information arrives in this canonical order. There is substantial evidence that listeners are able to exploit whatever information is on offer – for instance, that they can extract useful information from the ends of words if they did not hear the beginnings because of noise interference. Van der Vlugt and Nooteboom (1986) found that beginnings and ends of synthesised words were equally effective prompts for correct recognition responses when the rest of the word was masked with noise. Slowiaczek et al. (1987) measured word recognition in noise as a function of prior primes. They found similar effects of primes which overlapped with either the beginning or the end of the target, whether by a single phoneme (e.g. flock preceded by fret or steak), two phonemes (flap, stock) or three (flop, block). The usefulness of all relevant information fits well with our current understanding of spoken-word recognition as described in the preceding section. Effects of informational masking have been argued to depend in part on competition from lexical items activated by the masking speech (Hoen et al., 2007).

Native listener adjustment to noise is in fact very sensitive, and also accords with our understanding of the spoken-word recognition process. Consider the Lombard effect, whereby people automatically start to talk louder when there is masking noise (see Lane and Tranel, 1971). They can also adjust their speech to maintain intelligibility against differing kinds of noise, e.g., by adapting the formant frequencies of their vowels (Van Summers et al., 1988). Listeners can likewise modulate the probability of words in the competition process as a function of masking noise. If AM radio crackle is presented as a masker, so that it occasionally masks a phoneme here or there in the input, listeners reduce their certainty about the words they hear, including the words actually unaffected; in an experiment in which looks to a display of objects or printed words are recorded, the word onset usually determines where listeners’ looks go, but with the radio crackle there were more looks than otherwise to words with a different onset (e.g., to a tent when the input was cent; McQueen and Huettig, submitted for publication).

Many studies, finally, have used temporary or complete noise-masking to address the question of whether spoken-word recognition models should allow higher-level influence on lower-level processing. The first outcome of this type of work was the “phoneme restoration” phenomenon discovered by Warren (1970). When part of an utterance is excised and replaced with a noise that sounds like a cough, listeners report hearing a cough simultaneously with an intact speech signal – something which, after all, they have probably often experienced hearing. That is, listeners “restore” the sound, which was actually completely excised, to its rightful place in the utterance. The listeners are also not very good at judging exactly where in the utterance the cough occurred.

An extension of the technique was introduced by Samuel (1981), who compared listeners’ judgements of stimuli in which the noise actually replaced a phoneme (as it did in Warren’s stimuli), versus stimuli in which the noise was overlaid on an intact speech signal (as Warren’s listeners reported hearing). Samuel argued that the phoneme restoration effect might arise due to direct influence from the lexical level on perceptual judgements about phonemes; in this case, the replaced and overlaid versions of a word should sound the same. He therefore examined the discriminability of the two types of stimuli, using signal detection techniques. The discriminability between replaced versus overlaid phonemes turned out to be significantly worse when the phonemes were in real words rather than in nonwords. Samuel argued that these results indeed indicated lexical influence; nonwords show no reduction of discriminability because nonwords have no lexical representations which can exercise influence.

However, note that discriminability here concerns an individual masked phoneme, not the word as a whole. Repp and Frost (1988) compared the detectability of whole real words and nonsense words under complete noise masking. Although words are more likely to be correctly identified in noise than nonwords are, this could be because in uncertainty listeners tend to guess real words, as pointed out above. Repp and Frost argued, like Samuel, that direct lexical influence on the earliest stages of speech perception should make real words more detectable than nonwords when the listeners’ task is simply to decide as to the
presence of some spoken signal underneath the noise. However, they found no difference at all: nonwords and words were equally detectable. Thus the discriminability advantage is limited to phonemes within words. Warren’s original explanation of phoneme restoration was that judgements of noise location are based on the signal itself, not on a derived representation of it; after a word has been recognised, the acoustic trace of it in the speech signal is no longer needed and is then no longer available for the performance of precise location determination. By studying the characteristics of restoration effects when rate of speech was varied, Bashford and Warren (1987) and Bashford et al. (1988) showed that the limits for illusory continuation corresponded to the average word duration in any given utterance. Once a lexical representation has emerged as the winner of the competition process, it is thenceforth the only representation available to the processor. For native listeners, in other words, noisy or other adverse conditions do exert a detrimental effect on the processes of speech perception, but recovery is efficient and relatively rapid.

5. Non-native speech perception in adverse conditions

As we began our review: the effect of noise on speech perception is much greater for non-native than for native listeners, and this has been familiar as long as there have been listeners to a second language. The question was, however, first addressed in the laboratory by Black and Hast (1962), now nearly a century ago. Their study compared word reception scores in quiet and white noise at SNRs of +4, 0 and −4 dB. A modest disadvantage for non-native relative to native listeners in quiet of about 11 percentage points grew to 16, 25 and 29 percentage points with increasing noise.

Since then, the topic has been explored systematically, especially in the last decade. As already noted, non-native studies on this topic have focused on additive noise sources, with only a few considering reverberation, and only one investigating the combined effect of noise and reverberation (Rogers et al., 2006). Channel distortion has received very little attention apart from an early study by Singh (1966), while Bergman (1980) employed interrupted speech, finding no significant non-native disadvantage. Two further aspects of real speech usage are similarly absent from most studies, namely the effect of communicative context and noise on speech production (see, e.g., Garnier, 2007; Lu, 2010 for recent summaries). The effects of noise, reverberation and channel distortion on speech perception and production by native listeners are examined in detail in Assmann and Summerfield (2004), while Darwin (2008) provides a comprehensive review of listening to speech in the presence of other sounds, including the special case of interfering speech maskers.

Table 1 lists many of the published articles (but excluding those in the current Special Issue) addressing non-native speech perception in adverse conditions. Some commonalities and trends are evident in this table. English is nearly always used as the target language, perhaps raising a question concerning applicability of findings to other languages, particularly to those with tone-based distinctions. The type of noise employed has changed over the years, with predominantly white or pink noise giving way to speech-shaped noise and more informative maskers such as low-order babble and competing talkers. Tasks have varied from low-level consonant determination to the identification of keywords in low/high predictability sentences.

Several types of factor are at play in determining non-native listener performance in the studies listed in Table 1: (i) listener factors such as exposure, L2 competence and age of acquisition; (ii) noise factors such as type and level of noise or reverberation; and (iii) task factors which define the amount and kind of speech processing knowledge required to identify consonants, words or sentences. We return to the explanatory weight of these factors in Section 6. In the present section we describe the empirical studies, grouped principally by type of noise, but we begin with a summary of the principal findings.

- Non-native listeners suffer more from increasing noise than natives when the task involves words (Black and Hast, 1962; Gat and Keith, 1978) or sentences (Bergman, 1980; Meador et al., 2000) but for tasks which minimise or eliminate the possibility of using high-level linguistic information, noise has an equivalent overall effect on native and non-native listeners (Flege and Liu, 2001; MacKay et al., 2001a,b; Cutler et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2006).
- There are indications that reverberation affects non-native listeners more than natives for low-level tasks involving consonant identification (Nabelek and Donahue, 1984; Takata and Nabelek, 1990).
- Intelligible maskers in an L2 appear to reduce L1 interference and hence aid non-native listeners (Rhebergen et al., 2005; García Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006; Van Engen and Bradlow, 2007).
- However, competing speech in the background increases overall informational masking for non-natives more than for natives (Cooke et al., 2008, this issue).
- In noise, early bilinguals are better than later L2 learners in the perception of sentences (Mayo et al., 1997; Weiss and Dempsey, 2008), words (Meador et al., 2000) and segments (Mackay et al., 2001a,b), though not for all positions (Mackay et al., 2001a).
- Even bilinguals from infancy manifest differences in speech perception in noise as compared to monolinguals, although these differences are not apparent in quiet nor in speech production (Mayo et al., 1997; Rogers et al., 2006; von Hapsburg et al., 2004). The bilingual–monolingual difference is not observed if the bilinguals use the other language less frequently (Mackay et al., 2001a).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Target lang.</th>
<th>Listener L1s</th>
<th>Noise type (s)</th>
<th>SNRs (dB)</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golestani et al. (2009)</td>
<td>English, French</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>−4, −5, −6, −7</td>
<td>Word recognition in sentences with semantically related/unrelated primes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss and Dempsey (2008)</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td>GRID (keywords in short sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooke et al. (2008)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>(i) SSN and (ii) sentences</td>
<td>(i) 6, 0, −6 and (ii) 6, 3, 0, −3, −6, −9</td>
<td>High- and low-predictability sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler et al. (2008)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Dutch, English, Spanish</td>
<td>8-Babble</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 consonants in VCV position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. (2007)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English plus non-native group</td>
<td>Multistartabble</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Synthetic speech comprehension for short descriptions (mean 47 words)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradlow and Alexander (2007)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NNLs</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>2 (NNs), −2 (Ns)</td>
<td>23 consonants in VCV position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler et al. (2007)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Dutch</td>
<td>(i) SSN and (ii) CS</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>16 consonants in VCV position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Engel and Bradlow (2007)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>(i) Mandarin 6-babble and (ii) English 6-babble</td>
<td>5, 0, −5</td>
<td>Revised BKB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers et al. (2006)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>(i) SSN and (ii)</td>
<td>(i) 0, −2, −6 and (ii) 4, 2, 0</td>
<td>Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia Lecumberri and Cooke (2006)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>(i) SSN, (ii) 8-babble, and (iii) CS</td>
<td>0 for all</td>
<td>16 consonants in VCV position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhebergen et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>(i) Swedish CS and (ii) Dutch CS</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td>Short sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler et al. (2005)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, native and Spanish-accented</td>
<td>12-Babble</td>
<td>16, 8, 0</td>
<td>Vowel in VC and CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imai et al. (2005)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>6-Babble</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1-Syllable words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Hapsburg et al. (2004)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td>HINT (sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler et al. (2004)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Dutch</td>
<td>6-Babble</td>
<td>16, 8, 0</td>
<td>Consonants and vowels in CV and VC syllables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bent and Bradlow (2003)</td>
<td>English (spoken by N and NN)</td>
<td>English, Chinese, Korean</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Revised BKB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradlow and Bent (2002)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NNLs</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>−4, −8</td>
<td>Revised BKB (simple sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimizu et al. (2002)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>(i) White, (ii) pink, and (iii) aircraft</td>
<td>6, 1, −4</td>
<td>CID (words)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wijngaarden et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Dutch, German, English</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay et al. (2001a)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Italian</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>12, 6, 0, −6</td>
<td>18 consonants in initial and final positions of non-words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay et al. (2001b)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Italian</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>16, 10, 4</td>
<td>Six plosives in bisyllabic nonwords in initial, medial and final positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flege and Liu (2001)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Chinese</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>16, 10</td>
<td>Six plosives in word final bisyllabic non-words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meador et al. (2000)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Italian</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>6, 0, −6</td>
<td>Semantically-unreadable sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazan and Simpson (2000)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish, Japanese</td>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>VCCs with enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo et al. (1997)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
<td>Babble</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takata and Nabelek (1990)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>(i) Babble and (ii) reverb</td>
<td>(i) −3 and (ii) T 0 = 1.2 s</td>
<td>MRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buus et al. (1986)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, French</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Variable (SRT)</td>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florentine (1985)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various</td>
<td>Babble</td>
<td>Variable, subject specific</td>
<td>SPIN (final noun in sentence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabelek and Donahue (1984)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NN</td>
<td>Reverberation</td>
<td>T 0 = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2</td>
<td>MRT (consonants from words in carrier sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman (1980)</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>English, various NN</td>
<td>(i) 15-Babble and (ii) temporal interruptions</td>
<td>(i) 3 dB and (ii) 10 Hz</td>
<td>Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gat and Keith (1978)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NN</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>12, 6, 0 dB</td>
<td>Words (CID test W-22) with fixed precursor phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spolsky et al. (1968)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NN</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>1–10 dB</td>
<td>Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh (1966)</td>
<td>English, Hindi</td>
<td>English, Hindi</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>4, 0, −4 dB</td>
<td>Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black and Hast (1962)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English, various NN</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>4, 0, −4 dB</td>
<td>Words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Some of the errors found in speech in noise tasks are due
to the influence of the L1 sound system (Mackay et al.,
2001b; García Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006), and the
relative degree of activation of the L1 correlates with
the strength of its influence (Meador et al., 2000;
Mackay et al., 2001a,b).
• Performance in speech perception tasks in adverse con-
ditions correlates with the quality and quantity of input
(Mayo et al., 1997; Rogers et al., 2006; Mackay et al.,
2001a,b; Meador et al., 2000; Bradlow and Bent, 2002;
Quene and van Delft, this issue).

5.1. Non-native speech perception under energetic masking

Until recently, non-native studies employed largely
uninformative noise types such as stationary noise (white,
pink or speech-shaped) or babble/cafeteria noise composed
of six or more talkers. Lately, maskers with audible speech
components, such as competing speech or a mixture of
small number of talkers, have been used. The stationary/
modulated and intelligible/unintelligible distinctions lead
to different masking effects, as do the types of noise. For
instance, Shimizu et al. (2002) found significantly lower
scores for English word identification in white noise than
in pink or aircraft noise when matched for overall level.
Broersma and Scharenborg (this issue) also highlight the
highly-variable effect of different maskers which vary both
in spectral and temporal patterning on sound perception in
an L2.

Those studies using more than one noise type have dem-
onstrated an equivalent NL versus NNL ranking of mask-
ing effectiveness of modulated and unmodulated noises. In
a consonant identification task, both NLS and NNLs in
(García Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006) produced highest
scores for a competing speech masker, lowest for 8-talker
babble and intermediate results for speech-shaped noise,
with all maskers presented at 0 dB SNR. This finding was
extended to three listener groups in (Cutler et al., 2007)
and listener groups from eight languages in (Cooke et al.,
this issue).

Within a single type of background, signal-to-noise ratio
impacts directly on the availability of low-level information
for speech judgements, although redundancy of cues allows
native listeners to tolerate quite significant amounts of
noise. Increasing noise levels might be expected to have
proportionally more impact on non-native listeners. Sev-
eral studies investigated the effect of SNR differences in
native versus non-native listener speech perception. Two
very clear conclusions emerge from these studies. Non-
native listeners do indeed suffer more from increasing
noise than natives when the task involves word or sentence
processing in fixed or variable noise levels (Black and
Hast, 1962; Gat and Keith, 1978; Florentine et al., 1984;
Florentine, 1985; Buus et al., 1986; Mayo et al., 1997;
Meador et al., 2000; van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; von
Hapsburg et al., 2004; Cooke et al., 2008). However, for
tasks which minimise or eliminate the possibility of using
high-level linguistic information, noise has an equivalent
overall effect on native and non-native listeners (Flege and
Liu, 2001; Mackay et al., 2001a,b; Cutler et al., 2004; Rogers
et al., 2006); even low-level predictability is better exploited
by native listeners (Cutler et al., 2008). The finding that word
and sentence processing is more adversely affected for non-
native or bilingual listeners suggests that less effective use
of phonotactic and contextual knowledge (particularly at
the semantic level), is responsible for the non-native
disadvantage. Recently, Golestani et al. (2009) isolated the
contribution of semantics by measuring the effect of seman-
tically-related or –unrelated items on previously-presented
degraded words. Native language items facilitated the
identification while non-native items produced a reduction
in identification of the degraded words.

5.2. Non-native speech perception under informational
masking

There are good reasons to expect informational masking
to have a different impact on native versus non-native lis-
teners. On the one hand, dealing with more than one intel-
ligible speech source requires additional cognitive loading
and the ability to correctly piece together fragments from
each source to make a coherent interpretation, both of
which might affect listeners more adversely when process-
ing a second language. However, listeners might suffer
more from competing attention if the masker is in a lan-
guage with which they are familiar, while unfamiliar lan-
guage interferers may be easier to block out. In other
words: the first effect could cause more difficulty for non-
native listeners, while the second effect could cause more
difficulty for native listeners. Several recent studies have
started to measure the effect of intelligible maskers on
native and non-native listeners. One paradigm has the same
listener group identifying items in their native language
in the presence of native and non-native language maskers
(e.g. Rhebergen et al., 2005; Van Engen and Bradlow,
2007) while another compares the effect of a single masking
language and varies the L1 of the listener group (Cooke
et al., 2008, this issue), or crosses masker language and lis-
tener group L1 (García Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006).

The first study to show an informational masking effect
due to L1 interference was Rhebergen et al. (2005), whose
Dutch listeners gained a benefit of 4.3 dB from time-
reversal of Dutch speech but only 2.3 dB for Swedish mate-
rial. Van Engen and Bradlow (2007) demonstrated that
native English listeners are more adversely affected by Eng-
lish babble than Mandarin babble for two-talker babble
but not for 6-talker babble, suggesting that audible words
in babble have a greater impact if they are in the listeners’
L1. In García Lecumberri and Cooke (2006), monolingual
native English listeners scored better on a consonant recog-
nition task in the presence of a competing Spanish speech
masker than for an English masker, while a non-native
Spanish group of university-level English learners suffered
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equally from the two maskers. These studies all point to increased interference when the language of the masker consists of known, recognisable words, whereas unknown and unrecognisable speech is easier to block out. As Hoen et al. (2007) showed with native listeners, the more words potentially activated by the competing speech, the greater the interference. This effect thus causes more problems for native listeners.

The other possibility raised above, that non-native listeners might suffer more in the presence of competing speech, is also borne out by two recent studies in which native and non-native listeners identified speech in the presence of a speech masker. Cooke et al. (2008) used a classic informational masking paradigm (Brungart et al., 2001) where listeners heard pairs of simple syntactically-equivalent and semantically-neutral sentences such as “place red at B4 now” spoken by talkers with the same or different gender, or by the same talker, and presented at a range of SNRs. This task forces listeners to separate and track sentences based on low-level cues such as F0 and gender-related differences in formant spacing. In all speaker-pairing conditions (same/different gender, same talker) non-native listeners suffered significantly more than natives, with a disadvantage that increased markedly at higher masker levels. In (Cooke et al., this issue), eight listener groups differing in L1 identified consonants in a competing speech masker and in a speech-modulated noise maskers designed to produce the same amount of energetic masking. While scores for the native group were equivalent for the two maskers, most of the non-native listener groups showed a greater masking effect for the competing speaker. Moreover, the additional impact of competing speech showed a negative correlation with individual listener scores in noise, suggesting that competence in the target language also helps when dealing with the effects of a competing speaker.

The influence of target and background language similarity on speech perception in competing talker conditions was tackled by Van Engen (this issue), who compared native English and native Mandarin speakers in identifying English sentences in the presence of either English or Mandarin 2-talker babble. Both groups suffered more in the English babble condition, suggesting that a common foreground-background language is detrimental regardless of whether it is in a listener’s L1 or L2.

Recently, other forms of informational masking have been investigated. Mattys et al. (this issue) tested the reliance of native and non-native participants on acoustic or lexical cues to word segmentation under conditions of cognitive load, provided by a simultaneous visual search task. Their results suggest that relative to native listeners, non-natives attend more to acoustic detail when a cognitive load is present, highlighting a reduced ability to make use of lexical information under noisy conditions, a finding compatible with the outcome of studies reviewed in the previous section.

In summary, the few studies of informational masking on non-native speech perception to date thus support the idea of both a facilitating effect for non-natives due to release from L1 interference, and a degrading impact due to other factors such as increased cognitive load when processing pairs of L2 sentences or their lesser experience with the masker language in speech separation. The relative contribution of these factors has yet to be clarified, and is likely to vary as a function of both situation-dependent factors (e.g., SNR) and listener-dependent factors (e.g., proficiency).

5.3. Non-native speech perception under reverberation

Compared to additive noise, relatively few studies have considered the effect of reverberation on non-native listeners (Nabelek and Donahue, 1984; Takata and Nabelek, 1990; Rogers et al., 2006). Of these, only the latter examined the most common listening situation in which the effects of noise and reverberation are combined. Using a consonant identification task, Nabelek and Donahue (1984) and Takata and Nabelek (1990) demonstrated that non-native listeners who performed at comparable levels to natives in anechoic conditions suffered substantially more in the presence of mild, moderate and severe reverberation, with the native advantage reaching a peak for the moderate level of reverberation. This finding contrasts with the additive noise case for consonants, described above, where no interaction of nativeness and noise level is typically observed. Indeed, Rogers et al. (2006) found no significant additional effect of reverberation on monosyllabic word recognition in speech-shaped noise for bilingual listeners who had learned English prior to the age of six.

It is not clear why reverberation might have a disproportionate impact on non-native listeners for tasks which focus on acoustic information at the segmental level while additive noise does not. In fact, since reverberation is a universally-experienced feature which listeners appear to compensate for, at least in part (Watkins, 2005), it might be expected to have similar effects on all listener groups. A comparison can be made with the use of low-level cues such as spatial separation (Von Hapsburg et al., 2004; Ezzatian et al., this issue) or F0 (Cooke et al., 2008) by non-native listeners, where no native advantage has been found. The suggestion that higher-level linguistic knowledge is required to mitigate the impact of reverberation would be an interesting finding. Given the level of reverberation in typical instructional settings (see Section 1), this is an area where further studies are needed with a wider variety of listener groups and tasks.

5.4. Noise and non-native phonetic cue perception

For tasks which involve making segmental distinctions (e.g., from nonsense or rhyming words, alone or in sentence context), phonetic feature analysis allows a more detailed comparison of native- and non-native listener performance in noise. Feature analysis operates directly for tasks such as the diagnostic rhyme test (Fairbanks, 1958),
where word pairs differ in a single feature such as voicing or place, or indirectly from consonant or vowel discrimination tasks where the proportion of transmitted information (TI) for each feature can be derived from the confusion matrix (Miller and Nicely, 1955; Wang and Bilger, 1973). Miller and Nicely (1955) reported that TI values for voicing and nasality survived noise better than affrication and durational features, with place-based confusions being most adversely-affected. However, a recent repetition by Lovitt and Allen (2006) found a substantially different feature adversely-affected. However, a recent repetition by Lovitt et al., this issue; Van Dommelen and Hazan, this issue) and Cooke et al. (this issue) Many studies agree that sibilance is particularly robust in noise (Miller and Nicely, 1955; Wang and Bilger, 1973; Wright, 2004; Cooke et al., this issue). Wang and Bilger (1973) highlighted the importance of position in the syllable for consonant perception in noise. Hazan and Simpson (1998) found that voice was by far the best transmitted feature in noise followed by manner and lastly by place. They suggest that manner confusions between plosives and fricatives are particularly frequent in noise and that the best cues for place are bursts for plosives, the frequency of fricative noise for fricatives and in general F2 and F3 transitions to following vowels. Jiang et al. (2006) looked at factors and cues for plosive voicing distinction in noise. Whilst VOT duration was the best voicing cue in quiet conditions, the context /Ca/ promoted greatest intelligibility in noise, perhaps related to the fact that F1 onset is a good cue for voicing contrasts in noise. Additionally they found that plosive burst and aspiration are easily masked by noise, that F0 is not an important cue in noise and that the contrast is least robust in the case of bilhar plosives.

Comparisons of native and non-native sound perception demonstrate that native listeners use different cues and cue weightings and that non-natives’ cue use comes to resemble the native pattern as competence in the L2 advances (Bohn and Flege, 1990; Fox et al., 1995; Bohn, 1995; Flege et al., 1997; Cebrian, 2006). Given that native listeners use different cues and cue rankings in noise compared to quiet, and that non-native listeners differ from natives also in the relative use of cues, it is reasonable to assume that NN will use different cues to natives in noise. However, it could be that noise induces the use of universal robust cues, leading to greater similarity in cue use in noise compared to quiet. Indeed, several recent studies in noise (e.g. Cooke et al., this issue; Van Dommelen and Hazan, this issue) have suggested the presence of universal acoustic confusions, which may be less apparent in quiet due to ceiling effects. In practice, a mixture of L1-influences and language-independent effects are evident. Spanish listeners suffered from poor voice reception in Hazan and Simpson (2000) compared to Japanese and English listeners, presumably due to the absence of voiced fricative phonemes in Spanish, but place was the least well transmitted feature for all three L1 groups, pointing to a basis in acoustic masking. Cutler et al. (2007) suggest that the effect of noise on native versus non-native cue use may differ depending on the relevance of the cue in the L1. In particular, they showed that the differential reliance on transitional cues, which are more fragile in noise, could explain the considerable drop in fricative performance for both native (English) and non-native (Spanish) listeners, who use these cues in their L1s for fricative distinctions. The other non-native group tested (Dutch), whose fricative inventory does not require these cues, was relatively less affected by noise. Heinrich and Hawkins (this issue) also show differential use of cues in noise, in their case short and long-term r-resonances. While native English listeners experienced a strong facilitating effect of r-resonances in English sentences, only those German listeners with relatively little experience in English were able to exploit the long-term cues, while Germans with more experience in English ignored them.

6. Cross-study comparisons

The background review in the earlier sections of this article highlighted a number of ways in which research on native listening, or research on listening in the laboratory or in otherwise non-adverse conditions, has isolated variables which affect listener performance. A striking outcome of our review of the studies of non-native listening in adverse conditions has been that these variables are not always controlled as strictly as one would wish for comparability, both across non-native studies in noise and between these and other studies. We highlight some of these issues in the following sections.

6.1. Listener type

For the listener populations in the studies listed in Table 1, the most frequently reported data are age of arrival (AOA) and length of residence (LOR) in the L2 country. However, there is enough variation across studies that it is difficult to determine whether the target language (TL) of the listeners in a given study should be regarded as a FL or L2.

Mackay et al. (2001a) establish a cut-off point around puberty to distinguish between early and late bilinguals: early bilinguals had AOs up to 13 and late bilinguals between 14 and 26. In this case a more strict use of terms would define the groups as bilingual versus L2 learners, respectively, although even some of the learners in the ‘early’ group might be considered L2 speakers rather than bilingual. Then again, in (Mackay et al., 2001b) and in (Meador et al., 2000) the (presumably same) sample of subjects were divided into three age of learning groups with the cut-off points at ages 7, 14 and 19, in which case the two older groups are best considered L2 speakers. Jones et al. (2007) also use an age around puberty (AOA = 15) as a defining criterion for their late-learners. Flege and Liu (2001) refer to L2 speakers for groups of Chinese speakers of English arriving in America after the age of 21. Since in
the previous studies, late ‘bilingual’ groups contained subjects with AOA up to 20 years, it may be the case that for these authors this is the cut-off point between bilinguals and L2 speakers. In general, Flege and his collaborators apply the term bilingual in a literal sense to refer to speakers of L2s, irrespective of their AOA.

This literal sense is also adopted by van Wijngaarden et al. (2002), who speak of trilinguals despite the fact that the second and third languages were learned in a formal setting in the L1 country from secondary school. Mayo et al. (1997) provide a clearer separation of listener groups and, at least in 2 out of 3 groups, the term bilingual seems appropriate (bilinguals from infancy and from toddlerhood). However, the group of post-puberty learners, who started learning their L2 ranging from age 14 and with a reported use of the language varying between 3 and 26 year is probably better defined as an L2 group, rather than bilingual. Rogers et al. (2006) follow this approach when selecting their bilingual group in enlisting only speakers of English and Spanish who were exposed to the two languages before the age of six.

Thus as noted earlier, comparisons across the groups tested in different studies of non-native speech perception in noise are problematic. Indeed, several authors (von Hapsburg and Peña, 2002; von Hapsburg et al., 2004; Weiss and Dempsey, 2008) advocate a thorough description and control of several speaker variables that introduce heterogeneity in subject sample populations and have been shown to influence linguistic performance. However, in their own work, language proficiency is measured by self-assessment, which is an intrinsically subjective measure and may vary culturally (Hazan and Simpson, 2000). Von Hapsburg et al. (2004) set out to obtain a homogenous bilingual sample by selecting immigrants to the USA arriving after age 10, a cut off point based on neurological maturation. However, their upper limit (age 20) may introduce heterogeneity since for some authors (e.g. Mackay et al., 2001a) the cut off between early and late ‘bilinguals’ is around puberty. Later teenager immigrants typically do not receive as much school immersion and formal education in the L2, which has been found to be a relevant variable (Flege et al., 1999; Flege and Liu, 2001).

In early studies particularly, NN listeners are described very succinctly. For example, Black and Hast (1962) provide no details concerning the L1, TL competence level or AOA of their 32 NN listeners. The only information provided is that they were ‘foreign-born’, which suggests their TL was a FL. Similarly, Spolsky et al. (1969) only indicate that the NN speakers were graduate students in the USA. The listeners in (Nabelek and Donahue, 1984) had differing L1s, learned English as teenagers and spoke it with a foreign accent. There, a minimum level of performance on the modified rhyme test (Kreul et al., 1968) was used a criterion for inclusion. Takata and Nabelek (1990) pool together listeners who could be considered to be FL speakers with others who could be L2 speakers. Their LOR in the TL country ranged from 1 to 13 years. The earliest AOA was 19, and all of them had studied the TL (English) in their L1 country (Japan) prior to arriving to the TL country. These details suggest that for some but perhaps not all of the 10 listeners, English could be considered a FL, but it is difficult to be certain. However, even in current studies there can be ambiguity. For example, participants in (Ezzatian et al., this issue) were university students distributed in four groups according to AOA and previous experience with the TL. However, since LOR is not mentioned, it is unclear whether for some of them the TL was still a FL. Mattys et al. (this issue) studied listeners who had learned the TL as a FL in their native country but had since migrated to the TL, where they had been living between 3 and 10 years, which suggests their FL had become a L2.

Several studies tested listeners who learned the target language (TL) as an FL in their country of origin, and that was also where testing took place (Shimizu et al., 2002; van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2004; Golestan et al., 2009). These are similar to the populations analysed by Hazan and Simpson (2000) and Bradlow and her collaborators (Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Van Engen, this issue), being mainly visiting students with a very short LOR, making results more comparable. The main difference is that the latter authors carried out testing in the TL country, so their listeners may have had more native input than the other studies since they were living there, albeit temporarily. In a later study (Bradlow et al., this issue) the authors have two listener populations tested in the aforementioned conditions (in the TL country where they have resided for under 1 month) and two other listener groups tested in their own NL country where they used the FL on a regular basis. In terms of TL sound identification, as we shall see below, the amount of native input is an important variable. Indeed, Bradlow and Bent (2002) consider that the initially surprising lack of correlation between ‘classic’ variables such as AOA or LOR and speech perception in noise is due to the fact that they are dealing with FL listeners with limited experience with the TL.

Imai et al. (2005) use a foreign accent rating test to divide the listeners into high and low proficiency L2 participants. Even more directly, some studies employ performance in quiet conditions as a classification measure for perceptual proficiency (Nabelek and Donahue, 1984; Takata and Nabelek, 1990; Buus et al., 1986; García Lecumberri and Cooke, 2006). In general, NN population proficiency classifications for perceptual research tend to be carried out less directly. NN competence is often estimated by self-assessment (Hazan and Simpson, 2000; van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; von Hapsburg et al., 2004; Weiss and Dempsey, 2008; Broersma and Scharenborg, this issue; Mattys et al., this issue), which has proved to be unreliable given its intrinsic subjectivity (Cooke et al., this issue) and the potential impact of cultural differences (Hazan and Simpson, 2000). Still, in other studies, competence is roughly estimated (Mayo et al., 1997; Bradlow and Bent, 2002).
Other authors make use of years of instruction (Florentine et al., 1984; Cutler et al., 2004; Lee et al., this issue; Mattys et al., this issue), LOR (Gat and Keith, 1978; Meador et al., 2000; Flege and Liu, 2001; Mackay et al., 2001a,b; Heinrich and Hawkins, this issue; Mattys et al., this issue), frequency of use or contact with the TL (van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; von Hapsburg et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2006; Gooskens et al., this issue) or general proficiency tests (Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Bradlow and Alexander, 2007; Cooke et al., 2008; Bradlow et al., this issue; Van Engen, this issue; Volin and Skarntitzl, this issue). It is known that general competence is often unrelated to phonological competence (Scovel, 1969, 1988), and in particular precise timing control is a separate skill that non-native speakers often fail to master (Quene and van Delft, this issue); nonetheless some studies (Ezzatian et al., this issue) have found correlations between perception in adverse conditions and non-perceptual measures of competence (such as vocabulary).

### 6.2. Influence of L1 and AOA

Some studies which fall under the criteria of the present review had the goal of investigating the predictions made by the models of non-native speech perception described in Section 3.2. In those studies, noise is used to elicit differences in perceptual competence between populations which may not surface in quiet conditions. Flege and his collaborators tested the SLM using pink noise to avoid ceiling performance effects and explore in more detail subtle differences between monolingual and bilingual listeners (Mackay et al., 2001a,b; Meador et al., 2000; Flege and Liu, 2001). Hazan and Simpson (2000) looked at the effect of systemic differences between the L1 and the FL (finding, against their predictions, poor perceptual results also for sounds which are shared by the two languages). Van Dommelen and Hazan (this issue) analysed consonant perception to observe the effect of adverse conditions on novel sounds versus sounds which exist in both language categories but not necessarily for the TL (Heinrich and Hawkins, this issue). Energetic masking (see Section 4.1) has been shown to increase the relative weight of acoustic detail at the expense of lexical-semantic knowledge (Mattys et al., 2009) which in turn may reduce L2 activation. Takata and Nabelek (1990) consider that L1-induced confusions rise in degraded conditions. On the other hand, Cutler et al. (2004) and van Dommelen and Hazan (this issue) find that the influence of the native system does not increase in noise relative to less adverse or quiet conditions. Noise seems to induce a good deal of similarity in responses from different listener populations (Cooke et al., this issue).

Amount of input has been varied in a number of the studies in Table 1. Mackay et al. (2001a) found differences in stop perception in quiet and noise between bilinguals and L2 learners. Mackay et al. (2001b) analysed English consonant perception in noise for three groups of L2 speakers who differed in their learning starting age, finding that early learners showed an advantage for onset consonant identification but not for coda consonants. More research is needed to elucidate the possible effect of L2 learning age on perception in adverse conditions. Other studies (von Hapsburg et al., 2004; Weiss and Dempsey, 2002; Cutler et al., 2004; Golestani et al., 2009; Bradlow et al., this issue).

It has been suggested that the weight of the L1 differs according to the stages of acquisition. Major’s (2001) model explicitly states that the influence of the L1 is greatest at the initial stages of acquisition and that it decreases as acquisition of the TL sound system progresses. If we see the advance of acquisition as a gain in linguistic competence, we could say that the weight of the L1 sound system is inversely proportional to the level of phonological competence in the TL. Hazan and Simpson (2000) found L1 interference to be stronger in adverse conditions than in quiet. However, the study by van Dommelen and Hazan (this issue) found no increase in L1-based confusions in noise. The authors suggest that differences in the level of FL competence might explain the conflicting findings: listeners in the later study had a higher FL competence which led to less L1 interference.

Grosjean (2001) proposed a model in which the level of language activation or bilingual ‘language mode’ affects the quality of speakers’ performance. Several studies have investigated the amount of L1 activation and its effect on L2 speech production and perception, based on the idea that a more active L1 system (through more exposure to, and use of, the L1) will have more influence on the L2/FL. There is evidence indicative of this being the case for L2/FL degree of foreign accent (Flege et al., 1995, 1997; Guion et al., 2000; Piske and Mackay, 1999). On the other hand, Flege et al. (1999) found no detrimental effect of L1 use on vowel discrimination for two groups of early L2 learners who differed in amount of L1 activation. However, these authors found the same subject groups to differ in consonant identification and word recognition when embedded in pink noise, with an advantage for the group who used the L1 less frequently (Mackay et al., 2001a,b; Meador et al., 2000). This is an interesting indication of how simulated adverse conditions might provide the fine-grained tool necessary to uncover subtle perceptual phenomena which are not apparent in quiet conditions.

Adverse listening conditions may themselves favour a greater L1 influence, since in challenging circumstances listeners might be expected to fall back on familiar categories and cues. Similarly, when insufficient information is available, listener cue use may be appropriate for their L1 categories but not necessarily for the TL (Heinrich and Hawkins, this issue). Energetic masking (see Section 4.1) has been shown to increase the relative weight of acoustic detail at the expense of lexical-semantic knowledge (Mattys et al., 2009) which in turn may reduce L2 activation.
found that the age at which the L2 exposure started is inversely correlated with performance in a L1 in noise perception test; that is, earlier bilinguals performed worse than late bilinguals in their L1, which is a sign of loss of competence in the L1 due to L2 interference. Finally, Flege and Liu (2001) presented final plosives for discrimination embedded in different levels of noise to Chinese listeners differing in length of residence in the TL country and in their occupation during their stay (students versus workers). Length of residence produced significant perceptual differences in two student groups but not in two worker groups, a lack of effect ascribed to the smaller amount of TL input for the latter groups. Mackay et al. (2001a) find differences in short-lag voiced plosive perception between native listeners and (early) bilinguals versus late bilinguals who have a more active L1 but not for late bilinguals with a less frequent use of the L1. Accordingly, these differences are put down not to age of learning itself but to the differences in quantity and quality of the input in favour of the early learners and less frequent L1 users.

6.3. The next steps

This review examined the impact of listener, task and noise-related factors on speech perception by non-native listeners in adverse conditions. We conclude by noting some of the limitations of existing studies and suggest research themes which may become important in the near future.

One key issue is realism. As noted at the outset, much of our experience as non-native communicators comes from everyday situations rather than formal teaching settings, yet most of what we know about the effect of adverse conditions has been gleaned from controlled laboratory conditions and narrow tasks. For instance, only one study to date has combined additive noise and reverberation even though that is by far the most common adverse condition. Noise also affects speech production (Lombard, 1911), so it will be important to explore how non-native listeners cope with speech modifications induced by noise. Little work has been carried out using conversational tasks, so we do not know how noise affects the ability of non-native listeners to process and generate high-level interactional cues (e.g. Schegloff, 2000) and the extent to which non-native listeners are capable of aligning in conversations (e.g. Pickering and Garrod, 2004).

One step towards more realistic tasks has been taken by Lee et al. (this issue), who consider the case of processing multiple talkers rather than a fixed talker, demonstrating that changes of talker do affect native and non-native listeners equally. Another factor from which non-native listeners appear to derive equivalent benefit is the release from masking due to spatial separation of target and masker, irrespective of whether the masker was energetic or informational in nature (Ezzatian et al., this issue). The potential differential use of multimodal information is a further real-world aspect which is being tackled in non-native speech perception studies (e.g. Hazan et al., this issue).

The lack of unified criteria when selecting and describing NN populations makes some of the results less robust or reliable than they appear to be, as pointed out by van Wijngaarden et al., (2002), and renders comparisons between studies tentative (see Grosjean, 1998; von Hapsburg and Peña, 2002; von Hapsburg et al., 2004 and Weiss and Dempsey, 2008). Some of the variables and results that apply to L2 populations cannot be extrapolated to FL listeners because of their smaller degree of contact with the TL (Bradlow and Bent, 2002), which makes it crucial to distinguish the two types of population. A related issue concerns the distance between languages, which is predicted to affect how different NN populations perform in speech tasks. Bradlow et al. (this issue) make a start at deriving a phonetic similarity space for languages.

While models of non-native sound perception exist, few cater for adverse conditions. An exception is that of van Wijngaarden et al., (2004), which adapts the speech transmission index (Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980) to non-native listeners in additive noise, reverberation and band-limiting using a single parameter modification to the L1 psychometric function. While the non-native index provides a global indication of intelligibility, we currently lack explanatory models which produce more detailed predictions of, for example, specific sound confusions suffered by non-native listeners in noise.

A feature of all studies involving non-native listeners is the large degree of between-listener variation in identification scores, with the most competent listeners often achieving native levels of performance. Further work is needed to study the relationship between individual performance in L1 and L2 tasks. A related issue concerns non-native listener baselines. Few studies have measured the performance of monolingual non-native listeners in low-level tasks involving L2 sound perception in noise. Also, the role of formal training in noise is currently unknown, but it is certainly worth asking whether exposure in adverse conditions can be beneficial, (for example, by highlighting robust cues to L2 distinctions).

Finally, although research focussing on the recognition of spoken words has addressed non-native listening in ever growing detail in recent years (see Section 3.4), and has also used noise as an important tool in critically distinguishing between theories (Section 4.4), the intersection of these topics (that is to say, lexical processing in adverse conditions by non-native listeners) is as yet untrodden research terrain.
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